Despite convex mathematical optimization methods be applied to general linear optimization problems it can also be applied in a special class of nonlinear optimization. As ambiguity and vagueness are natural and ever-present in real-life situations requiring solutions, it makes perfect sense to attempt to address them using fuzzy convex optimization. In this work, two fuzzy convex approaches based on two fuzzy linear ones are presented. To illustrate the efficiency of these proposals, a manufacturing process problem is solved.
Introduction
Assembling more products by ensuring their quality with the same amount of feedstock, is one of the goals to maximize the profits in a manufacturing process. In modern manufacturing industry, metal cutting process using computer numerical control (CNC) machining is the proper machine tool for batch production. The machining tasks involve the process plan, tool selection, cutting parameter selection and tool trajectory plan based on the required surface tolerance. Cost consciousness with respect to the metal cutting process is an essential element in efficient manufacturing. So, it is essential to analyze the metal cutting operations to manage at economic conditions.
For the purpose of finding the machining parameters to become the production more efficient, Shin and Joo [8] proposed a mathematical formulation to reach this parameters in multi-pass turning operations. Several optimization techniques to solve this problem can be found in [1, 2, 6] . Nevertheless, in most real practical applications one lacks this kind of exact knowledge, and only approximate, vague and imprecise values are known. Moreover, these imprecise values can be dealt with fuzzy logic. In this case, the concept of fuzzy mathematical programming emerges when it is used.
With this in mind, the goal of this work is to determine machining parameters in multi-pass turning operations under fuzzy environmental by using two fuzzy approaches. These approaches solve convex optimization problems under uncertain order relation of the set of constrains and they have been based on methods developed to solve fuzzy linear optimization problems. The first approach has been extended from the Zimmermann's approach [13] , where an aspiration level is defined in order to formulate a classical equivalent optimization problem. The second extended approach has been based on Tanaka's approach [11] , where a bound interval is defined to do a tradeoff between the satisfaction level and the violation of the set of constraints. Even though these extended approaches has been developed to solve fuzzy convex optimization problems, the manufacturing process problem illustrates the efficiency of them in the nonlinear optimization context. This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematical formulation of a manufacturing process, which needs to determine the machining parameters in multi-pass turning operations. Section 3 introduces two extending approaches that are based on the linear approaches from Zimmerman [13] and Tanaka [11] . To clarify the above developments, a numerical experiment for different values of the total depth of metal to be removed are analyzed in section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Mathematical formulation
The mathematical formulation of this problem that optimizes the minimum cost of the total production can be defined on the following way
where
Subject to 
(4) maximum feed and surface
(5) cutting force
The term (1a) in the objective function is the total production cost for the finishing pass and the second is the total production cost for the rough passes. The set of constraints (1b) and (1c) ensures that the cutting speeds from finishing and roughing are within allowable range. The set of constraints (1d) and (1e) represents the feed rate constraints for both finishing pass and rough passes receptively. Force constraints are represented by the set of constraints (1f). The set of constraints (1g) represents the power constraints. The depth of cut for a finishing pass must be within the allowable range in the set of constraints (1h) and (1i). Finally, the constraint set (1j) ensures that the total subdivisions of depths of cut in finishing and rough passes are equal to the required depth of cut.
Uncertainty in the set of constraints
Normally, the lack of information the obtained data from real-world problems is represented by uncertainty, which will be dealt with fuzzy logic in this work. This lack of information can be found in the set of constraints, that is formulated by coefficients, decision variable, right-hand-side term, and/or order relation. In this work, the uncertain data is represented in the order relation.
Two approaches are developed to solve convex optimization problems under uncertain order relation in the set of constrains. The first approach is based on the linear fuzzy programming methods developed by Zimmerman, [13] , where the decision maker must define an aspiration level to transform an original objection function into a constraint one. The second approach is based on the linear programming developed by Tanaka, Osada and Asai, [11] , where an auxiliary function is defined in order to find satisfaction level between objective function and set of constraints.
Extending Zimmerman's approach
This approach transforms a fuzzy convex optimization problem into a classical convex optimization one by defining an aspiration level, which belongs to the objective function space and represents the expected value by decision maker.
A general convex optimization problem under uncertain order relation in the set of constraints can be written in the following way:
where min and represents the uncertain order relation. The decision maker can be define an aspiration level and then the objective function in Problem (2) can be transformed into a constraint function as
where b 0 is the aspiration level. From uncertain order relation, a linguistic variable for each constraint function, which describes a allowable violation, can be defined and the new set of constraints in the following way
where t j represents the allowable violation for the j-th constraint and T j represents the maximum allowable violation for the j-th constraint.
The allowable violation is described by the membership function µ j (g j (x)) as follows
In order to aggregate all the membership function, a t-norm can be used as follows
where is the intersection function.
After using the t-norm to aggregate all fuzzy sets, a satisfaction level can be obtained and the new objective is to maximize this satisfaction level for all constraints. With this in mind, this level is determine for each j as follows
Thus, convex optimization problems under uncertain order relation in the set of constraints can be reformulated by a classical convex optimization problem in the following way
Note that the objective function (3a) and the constraints (3b) and (3d) are linear, while constraint (3c) is convex.
Extending Tanaka's approach
This approach solves convex optimization problems under uncertain order relation in the set of constraints in two steps. In the first one, an equivalent convex optimization problem is obtained, based on [4, 10] , while the second step finds the best satisfaction level according to the set of solutions achieved in previous step.
The equivalent classical convex optimization problem to (2) is obtained by inserting a new decision variable t j for each constraint as follows
An aspiration level is not used in this approach but the new decisions variables belong to an interval [0, T j ], for each j. This interval can be used to define a membership function,
. . , m), on the following way
After defining the membership functions of the constraints, an aggregation operator can be used to combine all membership functions of the constraints on the following way
Now, the aggregated membership function can be used to represent whether a point is feasible or not, according to the α-cut level. So, a parametric set of constraints is defined as follow
Thus, a convex optimization problem under uncertain order relation of the set of constraints can be transformed into a classical convex optimization problem, which depends on the parameter level α, as follows
For each α ∈ [0, 1], Problem (8) can be solved by any classical optimization method and the solution reached belongs to a set of solutions. These solutions generate the fuzzy solution by using Representation Theorem. After this, the first step is concluded.
Once the fuzzy solution is computed the second step starts, which combines the membership functions of the set of constraints and the objective function, according to [3] . Hence,
. The optimal decision in the feasible space is achieved with the membership function
where C α * is the optimal parametric set of constraints using α * -cut level The fuzzy solution belongs to a bounded interval. In order to reach the limits of this interval, Problem (8) is solved for two ways: (i) set of constraints totally violated, m, and (ii) set of constraints totally satisfied, M .
where C 0 and C 1 are the parametric sets of constraints for the α-cut levels equal to 0 and 1, respectively.
The values m and M are used to define the boundaries of the membership function µ G (x) as follows µ
According to the boundaries, the membership function of the objective function can be defined on the following way
By replacing the membership function of the objective function (10) in Problem (9), we obtain
In this moment, a classical optimization method can be used to reach the optimal solution subject to the feasible set of the parametric problem and the bounded interval of the membership function.
Numerical experiments
In order to illustrate the efficiency and robustness of two approaches that solve optimization problems under uncertain order relation in the set of constraints, the manufacturing process problem, which is formulated in Section 2, is solved by using them, described in Section 3.
The numerical results obtained by two proposed approaches are compared with the results in [1] .
All the approaches are implemented in Matlab program by using the fmincon function in ToolBox Optimization package.
Results and Analysis
We use a mathematical formulation from manufacturing process problem, which was described in [8] , to test the efficiency of the proposed approaches that optimization problem under fuzzy environment. In order to compare the results, the numerical data used in this work are given by [1] . Table 3 : Maximum levels of allowable tolerance
According to the proposals, a maximum tolerance for each constraint function can be allowed and this tolerances are described in Table 3 . Table 4 shows the obtained optimal solutions, for different values of the total depth of metal to be removed, d t , to Problem (1) where the tolerances of all constraint functions are totally violated. Also, the iteration number that are necessary to converge up to each optimal solution is shown. Table 5 shows the obtained solutions from AlAhmari's approach [1] , which were reached by using the LINGO program. However, the iteration number and computational time are not informed. Thus, this approach is presented only to compare the optimal solution and its cost with the proposed approaches in this work.
The satisfaction levels achieved by all proposed approaches for each parameter d t , total depth of metal to be removed are shown, in It is clear to see that extending approaches need more iterations than the classical one and the satisfaction level for each solution is less than 100%. However, the objective function value obtained for both extending approaches is better and the all satisfaction levels are more than 80%. With this in mind, the decision maker has to do a tradeoff between objective function value and the satisfaction level. We highlight that the extending Tanaka's approach have two steps and the first step solves at least twice a parametric problem, as described in [4] , in order to reach the minimum and maximum value with the allowable tolerance.
Conclusion
Convex Optimization problems are very important in a variety of both theoretic and practical areas. In this context this paper has proposed two extending approaches to solve convex optimization problem with fuzzy order relation in the set of constraints, which were developed to solve the linear case. The proposals have been validated through the problem for determining the machining parameters in multipass turning operations. The first extending approach is based on the linear method developed by Zimmermann, which obtains an equivalent classical formulation from the fuzzy optimization problem by defining an aspiration level to transform an original objection function into a constraint function. The drawback of this approach is to define the aspiration level, which is chosen by the decision maker that is the expert in this problem.
The second extending approach is based on the linear method developed by Tanaka, Okuda, and Asai. The original approach make a tradeoff between the satisfaction level and the violation of the set of constraints. On the one hand, the decision maker has to define the interval in which the satisfaction level belongs. On the other hand, the interval boundaries are reached by solving an equivalent parametric problem, which is the case in this work and we has described as first step from this extending approach. 
